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By Nigella Lawson

Vintage Publishing. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Nigella Express: Good Food Fast
(Nigella Collection), Nigella Lawson, 'No matter how much of a hurry I'm in, or how little time I
have, I am never willing to sacrifice flavour: everything I eat has to be delicious.' Nigella Lawson
("Queen of the Kitchen". (Observer Food Monthly)) brings you deliciously quick recipe inspiration
for your family and friends - from simple family meals and easy recipes for two to dinner party
ideas and effortless entertaining. Whether you're cooking on a budget or planning a feast, Nigella
Express makes shopping, cooking and - most importantly - eating a pleasure, not a pain. With over
100 easy meal ideas, from chicken recipes and pasta dishes to chocolate puddings and delicious
cakes, you'll never be short of inspiration, however busy your day might be. With luscious
photography, evocative food writing and a beautiful hardback design, this is a book you will
treasure for many years as well as a delicious gift for friends and family. Features: Everyday Easy -
simple suppers; Workday Winners - dinner ideas for friends; Retro Rapido - classic recipes made
simple; Get Up and Go - breakfast food; Quick Quick Slow...
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality ebook and the font used was fascinating to read through. It is writter in easy terms and not confusing. Its been written in an remarkably easy
way in fact it is simply after i finished reading through this publication through which actually altered me, alter the way i believe.
-- Rober to B lock-- Rober to B lock

Without doubt, this is actually the best operate by any article writer. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been
written in an exceedingly straightforward way in fact it is only soon a er i finished reading through this book through which in fact changed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Miss Elissa  K utch V-- Miss Elissa  K utch V
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